
CargoCube®

The Future of Transportation



CargoCube®

CargoCube® is the modular shipping container solution of the 

future. CargoCube’s proprietary technology, and equipment 

was designed to streamline the transportation of cargo in a 

secure, fast and cost-efficient manner.



Logistic Services

Traceability

Equipped with a unique tracking system. Each CargoCube® is easily 
traced throughout the transportation process. This gives you ease 
of mind, while ensuring your items are easily located.

Privacy & Security

With a solid wall construction, the CargoCube® containment system 
is able to keep the identity of the items private during transport. 
Each CargoCube® container has a unique locking system for added 
containment, and security of the goods.

Reliability

Our system operates on a well developed cross-country transport 
schedule allowing for accurate and efficient pick-up and delivery 
windows.

Durability

CargoCube® is made with an impact and water resistant heavy duty 
material made to insure the integrity of your cargo end to end.



One Man System

CargoCube’s patented modular shipping container, pulley system 
and hydraulic lift system allows for easy loading and offloading at 
ground level into a truck or trailer.



Benfits
CargoCube® allows for Less Than Truckload (LTL) freight to be safely 
and securely transported. CargoCube® was designed to facilitate the 
transportation process of consumer goods.  

- Live Loading & Same Day Loading Available
- Utilize Maximum Space During Transport
- Private & Secure Door-to-Door Delivery
- Expert Team of Logistics Professionals
- Easy Pick Up & Delivery Scheduling



Cube Mobility

The Pallet Jack

Our cubes are designed to be moved by our proprietary pallet 
jack system that gives you the ability to weigh each cube (up to 
5,000 lbs.) safely. 

In addition, it allows for easy cube mobilization into parking 
spaces, tight areas and then back onto the truck with ease.

Patents: US9499334 B2, US20160101931 A1, WO2017066316 A1, 
WO2017065873 A1, CA2935389 A1, EP3094518 A1 & Additional Patents Pending



Easy Loading

With multiple cubic feet and weight holding system options, the 
CargoCube® system is designed to maximize space and consumer 
good input. Equipped with a durable and water resistant design, our 
cubes are utilized to keep goods safe and secure during transport.





Trucking Services

When it comes to ground transportation, CargoCube® can safely 
and securely get your cube from point A to point B. CargoCube® 
offers direct routing, bicoastal delivery, and reduces handling time.



CargoCube® Hubs

Join one of the fastest growing modular transportation programs in 
the nation through our provider networks.

Hubs Coming SoonActive Hubs



Local Service Provider 

As a Certified Local Service Provider, you have access to the 
CargoCube® local network. Through our Local Provider Program, 
experienced local movers are able to offer a number of packing, 
loading, and unloading services to the CargoCube® container(s). 

National Service Providers

As a Certified National Service Provider, you have full access to
the CargoCube® national network. Our National Providers are able 
to utilize the proprietary CargoCube® system to book services and 
transport cargo at a national level.

Join Our Network



CargoCube.com

(866) 849-CUBE


